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Distinctive INSIGHT OVERVIEW of the Daf 
1) A partition with gaps equal to the solid section (cont.)  

The Gemara continues to try and prove whether R’ Pappa is 

correct when he ruled that a mechitza with gaps equal to the solid 

section is a valid mechitza, or whether R’ Huna the son of R’ Ye-

hoshua is correct in his disagreement.  

The Gemara concludes: Although a Baraisa clearly refutes R’ 

Pappa’s position, the halacha follows his opinion, nonetheless, 

because the language of the Mishnah is consistent with his posi-

tion.  

2) MISHNAH: The Mishnah discusses two other methods that 

could be utilized to enclose the encampment of a caravan. The 

Mishnah records a dispute whether these methods may be used 

under all circumstances or perhaps it is a leniency limited to a 

caravan. 

3) Large gaps in a mechitza constructed horizontally  

R’ Hamnuna asked: Do large gaps in a mechitza constructed 

horizontally invalidate the mechitza?  

Two different suggestions are presented to clarify the case 

where R’ Hamnuna’s question is relevant. One suggestion in-

volves a three-tefach gap in the middle of the mechitza, and the 

second involves a three tefach gap between the bottom of the 

mechitza and the ground.  

(Continued on page 2) 
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Omed [standing structure] and Parutz [open space] in an Eruv 
(excerpted from The Contemporary Eruv) 

 כגד העומד אסור מרובה על העומד אף שלש מדות במחיצות...פרוץ

M any Poskim rule that the presence of a tzuras hapesach allows 

even breaks that are longer than ten amos. However, according to 

the Rambam, this leniency does not apply to [a scenario] where the 

enclosure is made up of more open space than built up structure 

[parutz merubeh al ha’omed][. 

 Tosafos, however, assert that even if an area’s enclosure 

consists entirely of tzuros ha'pesach made up of four poles planted 

in the ground at the four corners [of the area] and a lintel atop, that 

is a sufficient enclosure.  

Generally, the Ashkenazic custom is to rely on the Tosafos 

while the Sephardic custom is to be stringent in accordance with the 

Rambam. 

Every one agrees that even a gap that is less than ten amos wide 

can also invalidate an enclosure even if it does not take up an entire 

side - if there is more open space than wall-like structure on that side 

of the eruv.  

Shulchan Aruch, ibid. 362:8-9, Maharal (Eruvin 11a), and others 

suggest that we determine omed merubeh on the basis of the entire 

perimeter. Since the Shulchan Aruch rules there that omed k’parutz is 

sufficient, if the entire enclosure was at least 50% wall-like structure, 

then gaps of up to ten amos anywhere along the perimeter would not 

invalidate the eruv. The Mishna Berura 362:45, however, rules that we 

must also take each side independently. Thus, the side in which the gap 

exists must in and of itself be omed k’parutz in order to allow a gap of 

less than ten amos without any additional rectification. As we have 

mentioned, there are many Poskim that do not take tzuros hapesach 

into account in making this determination (see Nesivos Shabbos 14:15 

and note 33). Thus, to allow breaks of up to ten amos would require 

actual wall-like structure over at least 50% of the entire perimeter of the 

eruv, and over the length of each side of the eruv as well. See Nesivos 

Shabbos 14:7-16 for more details on how to reckon the omed vs. the 

parutz. 

Rabbi Yosef Menachem Mendel Rapoport and Rabbi Avrohom 

Moshe Seidman, noted, however, that the Maggid Mishna 16:16 

(cited in the Beis Yosef, Orach Chaim, towards the end of siman 

362, d.h. U’Ma She’Kasav u’Bilvad) seems to hold that each side 

must be taken independently even according to the Rambam (see 

also Sha’ar Ha’Tziyun 363:7). It is not clear, however, that this is, 

indeed, the portent of the Maggid Mishna.   
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 REVIEW and Remember 
1. What is the Gemara’s conclusion regarding  פרוץ כעומד? 

2. How does one create a valid partition with three strings? 

3. Under what circumstance is a hanging partition valid? 

4. How many people are necessary to constitute a caravan? 



Number 234— ז“עירובין ט  

Police barriers 
 כל מחיצה שאיה של שתי ושל ערב איה מחיצה

Any partition that is not composed of vertical and horizontal pieces is not a 

partition 

T he Gemara declares that any partition that does not contain 

pieces that run vertically and horizontally (שתי וערב) is not a 

partition.  Shulchan Aruch1 rules that a person who will spend 

Shabbos in the wilderness may circumscribe his camp with a parti-

tion that is comprised of either boards or poles that stand only verti-

cally or only horizontally.  As long as he does not enclose a space of 

more than two beis seah he may carry in the enclosed area.  If a cara-

van will encamp in the wilderness for Shabbos they may circum-

scribe an area even larger than two beis seah as long as the circum-

scribed area does not include two beis seah that is unused. This hala-

chah leads to a discussion regarding the usability of police barriers or 

other movable barriers that are composed of poles that are vertical 

but held in place with a horizontal pole on top and on the bottom.  

Is this considered an inferior partition (מחיצה גרועה) or not? 

Pri Megadim2 writes that a partition that was constructed with 

vertical poles with a single horizontal pole to hold the vertical ones 

in place is considered a superior quality partition (מחיצה גמורה).  

Accordingly, a police partition that contains two horizontal poles, 

one on top of the vertical poles and one on the bottom, is certainly 

a superior partition. However, Chazon Ish3 strongly disagrees with 

Pri Megadim’s position. Any time one constructs a partition that is 

composed of horizontal poles or ropes there must be something 

that stands vertically to hold the horizontal items in place.  Accord-

ing to Pri Megadim what is the Gemara’s case of a horizontal parti-

tion that would be considered an inferior partition?  Therefore, 

although Sha’ar Hatziyun4 cites Pri Megadim’s position as authori-

tative, one should not rely upon it and such partitions should be 

considered inferior.  However, if one has three superior quality 

partitions and on the fourth side one utilizes an inferior quality 

partition, one may carry relying on those partitions5.   
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HALACHAH Highlight 

Enclosing the caravan 
 ... זה למעלה מזה שלשה חבלים  מקיפין

A pparently, the members of the caravan 

could simply construct a  צורת הפתח by 

having the top rope strung across the top of the 

posts. This way, they would not have to worry 

about stringing the ropes in a way to accommo-

date  לבוד. Nevertheless, Tosafos (earlier 11a) 

points out that we cannot rely upon this ar-

rangement. We are afraid that the rope would 

get dislodged when an animal bumps into it, or 

that the string may be blown out of position by 

a strong wind. This rope would have to be quite 

loose, in order to allow camels to cross below it, 

and such a rope would be susceptible to being 

moved out of position due to the wind. There-

fore, the Mishna recommends the three hori-

zontal ropes be arranged to form a wall.  

Piskei Rid explains that the Mishna does 

not suggest making a צורת הפתח because we 

are dealing with the need to enclose a linear 

distance greater than ten amos, which cannot 

be bridged with a צורת הפתח according to Rav 

and Rav Yochanan (11a). Even according to 

Reish Lakish who does allow this, our Mishna 

could be speaking about a case where the 

rope was already attached to the side of the 

posts, in which case a צורת הפתח is no longer 

appropriate. Even if the top rope is placed on 

top of the pole, the Mishna does not allow 

the צורת הפתח manner of arranging the 

fence, because we are afraid that the people 

will place the rope along the side. This is why 

the only alternative is to have three ropes set 

up within three tefachim of each other.  

It is possible that Reish Lakish holds that 

we can bridge a linear distance of more than 

ten with a צורת הפתח even if the rope is along 

the side of the post (in opposition to Rav 

Chisda, ibid.). Nevertheless, we do not rule 

according to this opinion לכתחילה, as is 

stated in the Yerushalmi. 

4) The use of inferior mechitzos  

The Gemara asks: The implication of 

R’ Yehudah’s ruling in the Mishnah is that 

an inferior mechitza is invalid for the use of 

an individual. This is seemingly contradict-

ed by another ruling of R’ Yehudah that 

implies inferior mechitzos may be used even 

by an individual.  

The Gemara resolves the contradiction 

by distinguishing whether the inferior 

mechitza is meant to enclose an area larger 

than two beis seah or an area less than two 

beis seah.  

A similar contradiction is noted in the 

opinion of R’ Yosi the son of R’ Yehudah 

which is resolved with the same distinction.  

R’ Nachman ruled: One or two people 

may utilize inferior mechitzos to enclose an 

area up until two beis seah and three peo-

ple, who constitute a caravan, may enclose 

as much area as necessary.     � 
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Daf DIAGRAM 
 ארבעה ומשהו מחצלת דהוי שבעה ומשהו וחקק בהשלשה ושבקבה דאייתי

Rav Hamnuna asks about a mat which is slightly greater than seven 

tefachim long, and it hangs to within three tefachim of the ground. 

Near the bottom of the sheet, a gap of three tefachim was cut out. 

The extended area of  (א) brings the curtain of seven to slightly less 

than three tefachim to the ground. Using the concept of  לבוד, the 

open area  (ב) which is less than three tefachim is considered solid.  � 
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